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ABSTRACT

Earthquake   and  tsunami   which  destroyed   in  Aceh  and  the  surounding   area  on December,  26" 2004  was  big calamity  in
the  history  of the  world.  Although,  the calamity  passed  for 2 year ago, but effect of the calamity  was felt many of human life,
lost the wealth,  lost the people  loved,   occupational  and drastic change  in daily activities  caused  troubles  to run away of life  to
reach  the better self actualization. The purpose  of this research  is to get description  of human  self actualization  after tsunami  
based  on  of Maslow's  theory  in  Lampeudaya village,  Darussalam   subâ€¢ district,  Aceh Besar  by using  exploratif descriptive 
research  design,  the amount  of sample were 67 respondents.  Taking the sample used the random  sampling technics in  the
research  on August  16"   until 23"   2007.  The  instrument  of data collection was inquiry in likert scale  form, consisted of 30
statements. The result of research showed  that  description   of human  self  actualization  after  tsunami  Based  on  of Maslow's
theory  in Lampeudaya  village,  sub-district  Darussalam,   Aceh  Besat  in adaptive category,  about  16 to 40 years old of
respondent,  almost  of respondents  is woman  and almost  of the lower   educate  of respondents  about  senior high  school. And
was observed  from  acceptance  factor to themselves  and other  people showed 50,75%  of respondent  in adaptive  category,  from
 perception  factor  was accurate  to reality  59,70%  of respondent  in adaptive  category,  from  the intimation  factor  with some
people  52,23% of respondent  in adaptive category,  from self concentracion to troubles  56, 72%  of respondent   in  adaptive 
category  and  from  of the  natural  life factor and  spontaneity   61,19% of the  respondent   in adaptive  category.  From  the data, 
we can conclude  that  the  people  of Lampeudaya  village  got the normal  life and they  could pass adaptation  period  to take
changes  of disaster  after tsunami.  ln addition  for all people to  support  in improvement  the human  actualization  process of
tsunami  victim.
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